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By Suzanne Brockmann

Headline Publishing Group. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Over the Edge, Suzanne
Brockmann, Troubleshooters: They Never Let You Down. The third addictive romantic suspense
novel in New York Times bestselling author Suzanne Brockmann's Troubleshooters series, filled
with thrilling adventure, excitement and passion. In OVER THE EDGE, Lieutenant Teri Howe and
Senior Chief Stan Wolchonok are made to undertake a daring rescue mission. But there is more
than just their lives at stake.Lieutenant Teri Howe is one of the best helicopter pilots in the naval
reserves. Strong and dedicated, her passion for flying is only rivalled by her attraction to Senior
Chief Stan Wolchonok. And when a past mistake surfaces, jeopardizing everything Terri has worked
for, she immediately turns to Stan for support. Stan doesn't hesitate to come to Terri's aid, even
though he knows his personal code of honour - and perhaps his heart - will be at risk. But when a jet
carrying an American senator's daughter is hijacked, Stan can no longer keep Terri at arm's length -
he needs her flying skills to help him undertake a daring rescue mission. In the midst of danger, and
as the boundaries between friends and lovers begin to blur,...
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It is an awesome publication which i actually have ever read through. it had been writtern really properly and valuable. I found out this book from my i and
dad recommended this pdf to discover.
-- Doyle Schmeler-- Doyle Schmeler

This book is definitely not simple to begin on studying but quite fun to see. I actually have read and that i am sure that i will gonna read through yet again
once again in the foreseeable future. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Brennan Koelpin-- Brennan Koelpin
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